GRANDE • SLIQUE • ALLURE

Alfresco living redefined
This is so much more than just an outdoor living area, this is... alfresco living redefined.
A DRAMATIC SENSE OF OPENNESS AND SPACE
Engineering capabilities have been optimised to minimise the number of columns required and maximise roof spans, giving Pavilion a dramatic sense of openness and space.

SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST AN OUTDOOR LIVING AREA…
ALFRESCO LIVING REDEFINED
Suitable for new builds and retro-fit applications, freestanding or attached, Pavilion will assimilate with and enrich any home environment.

IDEAL FOR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS
The extremely wide spans and integrated lighting of the Pavilion Grande make it perfect for commercial projects such as cafés, restaurants, hotels or any outdoor meeting space.
Pavilion Slique offers all the outstanding aesthetics that have defined Pavilion as the benchmark in stylish patio design. With slimmer proportions and unrivalled architectural appeal, the Pavilion Slique is absolutely perfect for executive townhouses or urban homes. Bringing a new level of sophistication to your alfresco lifestyle.

**CLEAN ARCHITECTURAL CONTOURS**

The timeless appeal of Pavilion Slique draws on classical architectural proportions, with substantial columns, proud bulkhead and distinctive Edge gutter. Offering you a simply beautiful environment for your outdoor lifestyle.

**CONTEMPORARY ROOFING OPTIONS**

You can select from the smooth ceiling-like finish and thermal performance of Cooldek insulated roofing, or the clean spans of Stratco’s Slique Deck in a range of colours. Both offer a clean modern appeal.

Pavilion adds an element of sophistication, elegance, and glamour to outdoor living.
DAY AND NIGHT LIGHTING
To create the right ambience for your alfresco lifestyle, a range of integrated, dimmable LED lighting options are available for your Pavilion Slique or Grande.

Day lighting under any Pavilion is also enhanced by the inclusion of Cooldek Cool Light which captures cool, free sunlight to enhance your daytime enjoyment.

Other sunlight options are also available which can be discussed with your Pavilion consultant.

INTEGRATED SCREENING
Ambient Outdoor Blinds integrate seamlessly with Pavilion to offer you a beautiful range of solutions to outdoor lifestyle issues such as sunglare, heat control, UV protection, privacy, and even insect control.
To further enhance your lifestyle, all year round.
The very best in all-season alfresco living with remote controlled opening louvres and a flat ceiling appearance when closed.
SUPERIOR RAIN PROTECTION
Designed with excellent water management in mind, the Allure louvres have very deep side channels which direct water flow to smartly designed internal box gutters and away through downpipes. The rain sensor automatically closes all louvres at the first sign of rain, providing market leading rain and weather protection.

EXCELLENT VENTILATION
With your Allure louvres partly open, you can effortlessly manage the refreshing airflow in your outdoor living space. Angle toward the prevailing breeze to push air in and down, or angle away from the breeze to allow fresh air circulation. Enjoy a fresher outdoor experience anytime you want without losing any comfort.

ATTRACTIVE FLAT CEILING
The reinforced, one piece extruded louvre doesn’t warp, buckle or twist, and the anti-rattle weather strips inside each louvre overlap to provide a flat ceiling underside. This, combined with the 200mm wide gloss coated underside, provides a genuinely beautiful ceiling appearance.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
The Allure has been specifically designed using all aluminium and stainless steel components to provide excellent durability, in particular in coastal locations.

THE BEST OF OUTDOOR ENJOYMENT WITH AUTOMATIC RAIN PROTECTION
FULLY STRATCO ENGINEERED

Every Allure is fully engineered and independently certified from the footings to the house attachments, and quoted in a very council friendly format. Each Allure can be customised to your requirements in an incredible variety of options - including wall or fascia attached, flyover or alcove options, or even freestanding designs.

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

A single Allure unit can cover an impressive 24m², and a number of units can be joined together and operated by a single (replaceable) remote control. Available in the standard colours shown or in a wide range of custom colours to suit each project, or even in Aluminium mill finish. Perfect for a versatile entertaining area in restaurants, hotels, or apartment blocks.

FULLY INSTALLED or DIY

The clever design of Allure, with simple connection methods, combined with comprehensive installation instructions, make Allure suitable for an experienced do-it-yourselfer. Alternately, Stratco Authorised Dealers can manage the full installation process including council applications and house attachment details, and offer a 1 year installation warranty for complete hassle-free peace of mind.
DEPENDABLE STRATCO WARRANTY

Stratco design and manufacture all components for Pavilion and can proudly offer an industry leading warranty.

PAVILION SLIQUE & GRANDE WARRANTY

Stratco proudly offer a trusted 15 year structural warranty and 15 year paint finish warranty on Stratco Pavilion Slique and Grande, due to thorough and continuous testing of materials, stringent manufacturing controls and industry leading manufacturing technologies.

A one year installation warranty is offered when installation is completed by an Authorised Stratco Dealer,

PAVILION ALLURE WARRANTY

15 year structural and 10 year paint finish warranty applies to Pavilion Allure for locations no less than 100m from a salt water body.

A one year installation warranty is offered when installation is completed by an Authorised Stratco Dealer,

*Regular maintenance and washing forms part of all warranty conditions. Other conditions also apply. Please refer to the Allure Warranty document for full details.
COLOURS TO COMPLEMENT OR CONTRAST WITH YOUR HOME

COLUMN & BULKHEAD COLOURS

Sylvanite®
Silver grey with frosted metal appeal

Sunstone®
Champagne hue with effervescent sheen

SilverSlate®
Popular slate grey tone with eye-catching metallic fleck

Flint™
Earthy brown hue with captivating spangle

Carbonite®
Starry night allure with metallic fleck on a deep grey-black

*Please check colour availability in your state.

» MODERN - A FIRST IN THE INDUSTRY  » EYE-CATCHING PATIO APPEARANCE  » CONTRAST/COMPLEMENT EXISTING HOME
ASK FOR A SAMPLE TO TRULY APPRECIATE THE LUSTRE OF THE METALLIC FINISH.

COOLDEK AND SLIQUE DECK CEILING COLOURS

Satin Finish Off White
(only available in Cooldek)

High Gloss Alpine®

High Gloss Sand Dune®

High Gloss Desert™

ALL COLOURS SHOWN ABOVE ARE SUITABLE FOR BOTH PAVILION GRANDE AND PAVILION SLIQUE
LOUVRE COLOUR PROTECTION

STANDARD PROTECTION

Standard powder coating finish provides a 10 year paint finish warranty when located greater than 100m from a salt water body.

SPECIAL COASTAL PROTECTION

For coastal locations, a special ‘Severe Environment’ powder coating is available in some colours as an option. This offers a 10 year paint finish warranty for the ultimate protection when located no closer than 50m to breaking surf. ‘Severe Environment’ powder coating provides a more matt finish than standard colours.

*Regular maintenance and washing forms part of the warranty conditions. Other conditions also apply. Please refer to the Allure Warranty document for full details.
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